
ATTENTION: PATCHING, CRACKSEAL AND LIQUID ROAD IS SCHEDULED TO BEGIN 

6/26/2023

Streets will NOT be closed off completely. Streets will be surfaced only one side of the 

street each day. When surfacing is applied on one half of the street, the opposite side 

will be ONE WAY in the normal direction. Cul-de-sac streets will be TWO WAY in the 

lane not being surfaced. Streets will be coned off and Flaggers will direct traffic where 

required. 

Signs will be posted. We will provide traffic control. Please obey the flaggers if present. 

Please DO NOT park on the streets. Directional signs and NO PARKING signs will be 

posted. We will provide traffic control. 

DO NOT park on the streets. Traffic must be able to use the side of the street we are 

not surfacing. Tow trucks will be on standby to remove vehicles parked in the street. 

Please contact any contractors or lawn service providers and notify them of these 

restrictions. 

Surfacing is weather-dependent. Rain will alter the schedule. If your street is rained out, 

it will be scheduled for the next day. The entire schedule will be pushed back according 

to the weather. 

LIQUID ROAD Ultra blend is an applied liquid. It is a two-coat system. We will apply the 

first coat in the morning starting at 7 AM. We will apply the second coat the following 

day. 

The sealcoated lane is anticipated to be reopened to traffic by the evening hours, but 

MAY be closed overnight to allow Liquid Road to dry and begin curing. Please plan 

accordingly .. 

DO NOT drive through wet surfacing. Driving through or walking on wet Sealer will 

track and splash on cars. When Liquid Road is dry, it will not track. If orange cones are in 

place, the surface is still wet - DO NOT drive or walk in the coned-off area. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DAILY SCHEDULES GO TO: SEALCOAT SCHEDULE.COM 
Click on the CARMEL CHERRY CREEK tab. This feature will be available 6/23/2023.

For immediate assistance, please contact the Carmel Street Department at 
(317)733-2001.




